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A. PERMITTED USES BY CONTRIBUTOR

1. Accepted Version. The Owner licenses back the following rights to the Contributor in the version of the Contribution that has been peer-reviewed and accepted for publication, but not final (the "Accepted Version"):

a. The right to self-archive the Accepted Version on the Contributor’s personal website, in the Contributor’s company/institutional repository or archive, in Compliant SCNs, and in not for profit subject-based repositories such as PubMed Central, subject to an embargo period of 12 months for scientific, technical and medical (STM) journals and 24 months for social science and humanities (SSH) journals following publication of the Final Published Version. There are separate arrangements with certain funding agencies governing reuse of the Accepted Version as set forth at the following website: http://www.wiley.com/go/funderstatement. The Contributor may not update the Accepted Version or replace it with the Final Published Version. The Accepted Version posted must contain a legend as follows: This is the accepted version of the following article: FULL CITE, which has been published in final form at [Link to final article]. This article may be used for non-commercial purposes in accordance with the Wiley Self-Archiving Policy [http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-820227.html].

b. The right to transmit, print and share copies of the Accepted Version with colleagues, including via Compliant SCNs (in private research groups only before the embargo and publicly after), provided that there is no systematic distribution of the Accepted Version, e.g. posting on a listserve, network (including SCNs which have not signed up to the STM sharing principles) or automated delivery.
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Via Email with Joshua Tufts of Wiley and Gail Papay of NML

---

Hi Gail and Kristen,

My apologies for letting this slip through the cracks. No need to for you to apologize! This case is unique, so I appreciate you confirming with me.

I believe it was the case that the accepted article would constitute less than half of the final work, so Kristin certainly has permission to reuse her article in her dissertation. Since this is a case where the article is being reused first and not being deposited only by itself in the repository, I do not find it necessary to enforce the embargo period for the accepted version. She has permission to reuse the article, and to deposit her dissertation (containing the accepted version) in her institutional repository. She should still include the red text below.

Please let me know if there is anything further I can help with.

Best,
Josh